A 29-year-old male with right-sided chest pain
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CASE

A 29-year-old male, with no relevant medical history, presented to the emergency department because of an acute right-sided chest pain after taking a shower. The pain increased during exercise. Patient was a current smoker and denied any previous trauma. He had no apparent risk factors for venous thromboembolism. He was afebrile, normotensive and the oxygen saturation was 97%, without additional oxygen supply. Medical examination was unremarkable. Routine chest X-ray (figure 1A) showed ‘a pleural line’ and was suggestive of a small pneumothorax at the top of the right lung, according to the radiologist. The patient was treated conservatively and was discharged from hospital with an appointment for the outpatient clinic, and was advised to stop smoking.

At follow-up ten days after the visit to the emergency department, a chest X-ray was taken, which showed no radiographic improvement. Thoracic computed tomography was performed to confirm or exclude the diagnosis of pneumothorax, since the patient wanted to travel on an airplane for vacation (figure 1B).

WHAT IS YOUR DIAGNOSIS?

See page 43 for the answer to this photo quiz.
DiaG nosis

Rib anomaly mimicking pneumothorax.
Bridging between 2nd and 3rd right-sided rib with pseudoarticulation.

Computed tomography of the thorax did not show a pneumothorax; however, there was deformation of the 2nd and 3rd right-sided ribs with bridging and pseudoarticulation, which might have caused the pain (figures 2 and 3).
The patient was informed about the diagnosis, reassured and discharged from follow-up. And naturally, no objections were made to his planned journey.

A rib normally develops from the costal process of the developing thoracic vertebrae.1 Structural and numerical rib anomalies occur in approximately 2% of individuals, although the reported incidence of this condition varies between the series (from 0.15 to 3.4%).2 These anomalies are generally more common in females than in males, occur more frequently on the right side and they are usually asymptomatic. The most important clinical exception is a cervical rib which may cause a thoracic outlet syndrome by compression of the brachial plexus or subclavian vessels. Because of that, a cervical rib is of particular interest to surgeons.3

The most frequent anomaly in Wattanasirichaigoon’s series was a fusion (72%), followed by bifid (28%) and hypoplastic rib (26%).2 Most of these abnormalities are isolated findings but they could also occur in combination with other congenital abnormalities.

Bone bridging, as in our patient, may be posttraumatic or a congenital anomaly and pseudoarthrosis may be present. Bridging can be seen anywhere along the ribs. There is no predilection site for bridging.4

Rib anomalies could be easily overlooked initially and the knowledge of rib anomalies is essential for the differential diagnosis with other thoracic abnormalities (such as pneumothorax in the reported patient).

In conclusion, the reported patient shows that diagnosis of a pneumothorax or rib anomaly can be difficult and can present a diagnostic challenge, especially in symptomatic patients. Careful evaluation is therefore warranted.
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